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RETAIL LIVE! ACQUIRES RETAILER ONE ON ONE
Expands Southeast Market Presence
Austin, TX—December 2013—Retail Live! (a national networking company focused on bringing retailers

together with the industry’s leading Landlords, Brokers & Developers) recently acquired Orlandobased Retailer One on One. With the November 7, 2013 acquisition, Retail Live! reaffirmed its mission
to be the best commercial networking event in the country.
Founded in 2011, Retail Live! has programs in Atlanta, Austin,
Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco and
now Orlando; the Retailer One on One acquisition (from
founders Alan Charon and Julia Sosa) represents expansion
into the Orlando market. The 16th Annual Retailer One on One
networking event will be 11:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. on Thursday,
April 17, 2013 at the Hilton Orlando
(http://www.retaillive.com/location/orlando/).
“We are so excited to add this longstanding and dynamic
program to our existing calendar of events,” said Stacey
Gilham, CEO/Founder of Retail Live!. “We believe that this
addition will solidify our standing in the Southeast and further
strengthen our mission.”
Retail Live! programs are condensed, retailer-centric
networking events conducted in a casual format, all while being productive and entertaining. Each
program includes a trade show and reception, affording commercial real estate professionals the
opportunity to network directly with the retailer’s representatives.
“Retail Live! has been hosting shows across the country and is uniquely positioned to take the
Orlando event to the next level,” added Julia Sosa and Alan Charon of Retailer One on One. “We
appreciate all the support over the years and have no doubt that our supporters are being left in
good hands with Retail Live!.”
Past participating sponsors of Retail Live! include Cole Real Estate Investments, Simon Property Group,
Inland American, Jones Lang LaSalle to name but a few. Past participating retailers include LA
Fitness, Trader Joe’s, DSW, McDonald’s, GAP, Starbucks and many others.
Visit www.retaillive.com for a complete calendar of events or to learn more about participating as a retailer,
sponsor or attendee. For more information about Retail Live! email stacey@retailliveusa.com.
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